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Method and Apparatus for Low Complexity Spectral
Analysis of Bio-signals
0 Technical field
5

The present invention relates generally to the analysis of signals and more specifically, to the field of power spectral analysis of bio-signals.
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Power spectrum density (PSD) is a positive real function of a frequency variable
associated with a stationary stochastic process describing how the power of a signal
or time series is distributed with frequency [1]. The analysis of PSD known as Power
Spectral Analysis (PSA) provides a non-invasive means of accessing the physiological and pathological status of a person and is becoming a ubiquitous tool in the diagnosis, prediction and monitoring of various cardiac and brain malfunctions [2-6].
Usually the total low frequency power (LFP) between 0.04 and 0.15 Hz and the total
high frequency power (LFP) between 0.15 and 0.4 Hz of cardiac spectra along with
their ratio (HFP : LFP) are used as quantitative indicators of various cardiac diseases
(i.e., episodic hypertension, sinus tachycardia, bradyarrhythmia, Guillain-Barre syndrome, etc.). Similarly the total power calculated within 3.5-7.5 Hz, 7.5-12.5 Hz and
at 12.5 Hz of brain spectra can help in monitoring the brain activity and in diagnosing of epileptic seizures.
By considering the fact that cardiovascular diseases are already responsible for one
third of the deaths worldwide, one can easily realize the high value of such a tool in
health monitoring [12]. After all the rapid aging of population and prevalence of unhealthy lifestyles is expected to further increase the importance of such applications
and need for their integration in our daily portable devices in the near future. Integrating PSA systems within wearable, miniaturized and wireless sensors able to
measure and wirelessly report cardiac signals to tele-health providers would enable
the required personalized, real-time and long term ambulatory monitoring of chronic
patients, its seamless integration with the patient’s medical record and its coordination with nursing/medical support. However the high complexity of such applications
may hinder their widespread use in particular in portable devices, thus making necessary to devise methods that can reduce their complexity with minimum/no impact on
the disease detection capability.
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1.1 State of the Art
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Traditionally the PSA of Heart Rate Variability involves the extraction of time intervals between successive heart beats (RR intervals) from a continuous ECG of a person and the estimation of a periodogram by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or
autoregressive (AR) modeling [2-6]. In these processes, as the RR-intervals are not
evenly spaced data, the calculation of PSD requires re-sampling that is usually done
by different interpolation methods. However, such methods alter the frequency contents of the signal due to the nonlinear low pass filtering effect [14]. Specifically, if
the time series contains inappropriate or missing samples i.e. in heart rate time series,
PSD estimates can be severely affected and in such cases resampling is further complicated by the need to infer probable values as replacements.
To circumvent the issues of such methods Lomb periodogram was introduced as a
method for deriving the PSD of unevenly spaced data without the need for interpolation and re-sampling [7, 19]. The Lomb method uses least squares fitting to estimate
the amplitude of a given sinusoid with angular frequency ωj over non-uniformly
sampled data. In other words, the power of the given sinusoid  ( ) is computed
from the data points using a least squares fit to the model:
( ) =
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where * and . are the mean and variance of the signal, respectively, tj is the time
interval of the RR sample and the sums are taken over the corresponding window
size [11] and / is a constant offset for each angular frequency ω that makes the periodogram invariant to time-shifts and is given by:
&
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(1)

for i=0,1,…,N, where ( ) is noise. As the Lomb method evaluates data and sines
and cosines only at times ti that are actually measured, weighting the data on a “per
point” basis rather than on a “per time interval” basis, it is suitable for the analysis of
non-uniform data. The Lomb periodogram of a non-periodic signal xj is given by:
 () =
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While such a method provides theoretically a suitable procedure for estimating the
PSA of unevenly data, unfortunately as in the case of FFT and AR methods requires
a large number of computations hindering the use of such methods in portable health
monitor devices in which power and hardware resources are limited.
The high complexity of the Lomb periodogram, soon led researchers to a modified
algorithm for evaluating it, known as Fast-Lomb [8]. The Fast Lomb algorithm as it
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is called uses the FFT in order to reduce the trigonometric sums in Equation 2 to four
simpler sums. Specifically, by defining:
56 = 7      , 96 = 7   $%

5 = 7    , 9 = 7 $%

(4)
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then we get an approximation of the original trigonometric sums as:
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Fast Lomb algorithm reduces operations by spreading the input data   onto a regular
mesh so that 56 , 5 , 96 , 9 can be evaluated using two complex FFTs. Note that
even if the method uses FFT, it is in no sense an FFT periodogram but an actual
evaluation of Equations 2, 3 with the strengths and weaknesses of the Lomb periodogram.

15

Fast-Lomb may have reduced the number of computations of original Lomb by approximating the trigonometric sums but unfortunately its complexity remains high
hindering in practice the application of real-time PSA on portable devices. Therefore,
there is still a need for breakthroughs in order to reduce the complexity and enable
the implementation of PSA on battery operated devices [20-24].
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A key observation is that the cardiac samples and the resulted RR intervals are approximately sparse in nature and in particular in the wavelet domain. By approximately-sparse we mean that few signal components carry most of its energy. Therefore these few components are also most important for the overall signal quality,
while other signal components and the associated computations can potentially be
skipped/pruned for a significant complexity reduction. This means that there is room
for algorithmic improvements by utilizing the nature of processed heartbeats (RRintervals) in order to introduce approximations and improve the complexity and battery lifetime of corresponding systems. Such facts were neglected by existing PSA
methods described in section 2 and were utilized only for compression of cardiac
signals. Specifically not withstanding the high complexity of PSA methods, existing
systems utilize the sparsity of raw cardiac signals (ECG) in order to compress them
and transmit them wirelessly over an external devise for further processing [12].
While such systems made big steps in allowing the wide usage of such systems to
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general public they still in no way can be considered as real time cardiac analysis
systems, since the analysis and any diagnosis is performed in another external device. In this case the diagnosis of a fatal/risky cardiac event may take part at a
stage/time which would be late for the life of the monitored person which could be
avoided if real-time PSA was possible. The proposed method combines novel ideas
in order to allow the application of real-time PSA on portable devices taking for the
first time advantage of the characteristics of the bio-signals and in particular of cardiac signals.
We observed that the core kernel and most computational part of the Fast Lomb algorithm is the FFT. If we could compute FFT such that we could take advantage of the
bio-signal characteristics then the Fast Lomb complexity could be reduced substantially. Unfortunately, original Fast Lomb and its core kernel FFT do not take advantage of the specific signal characteristics due to its inherent properties:
i.

In traditional FFT, there is no speed V.S. accuracy tradeoff [9, 10]. In not so
rare situations, it is desirable to allow some approximations in order to gain
the speed. However, this is not so easy in the classical FFT algorithm. One of
the main reasons is that the twiddle factors in the butterfly operations are unit
magnitude complex numbers. So all parts of the FFT structure are of equal
importance making any approximation in the coefficients risky since they
may lead to large accuracy loss. It is hard to decide which part of the FFT
structure to omit when approximations are allowed and the speed is crucial.
In other words, the FFT is a single speed and single accuracy algorithm.

ii.

Classical pruning methods may help in reducing the complexity of powerhungry FFT, but they do not work well when the few non-zero inputs are randomly located as in RR-intervals. In other words sparse signal does not give
rise to a faster FFT algorithm [9].
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All the above facts indicate that in order to improve the energy efficiency in such
systems an alternative representation, which could expose any hidden signal sparsity
and allow approximations is needed.
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1.2 Summary of invention
There are many algorithms in which it is difficult to reduce the complexity and thus
the energy without incurring large and even prohibitive quality distortions. The main
idea of the invention is to express signals within a target application in a basis in
which they exhibit an approximately-sparse representation, thus enabling complexity
reduction with minor distortions even in cases that this was not possible before. Specifically, an approximately sparse transformation exposes the significant signal components and allows for the identification and pruning of less-significant computations
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in subsequent operations in the new basis. Subsequently, this leads to large energy
savings with minimum distortions since only the less-significant operations/data that
affect the output quality to a minor degree are being pruned.
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Methods and apparatus for the complexity reduction and improvement of the energy
efficiency of a spectral analysis system, useful in monitoring of various cardiac malfunctions are presented. In our approach the processed signals are expressed in the
wavelet domain that enables intelligent energy-quality trade-offs, not available before. Interestingly, the alternative transformation reveals that some signals carrymost of the relevant information, while others influence the output to a lesser extent.
Such less-significant signals may be redundant under certain accuracy requirements
and thus associated operations could potentially be pruned leading to power savings.
To exploit such a property, we adopted threshold rules in the realization of the various algorithmic stages, which allow the static or dynamic pruning of less-useful operations based on the accuracy requirements. The proposed system is implemented
on an embedded system simulator and results show up-to 82% energy savings when
static pruning is combined with voltage and frequency scaling. In addition, experiments with numerous cardiac samples of various patients show that such energy savings come with a quality loss which does not affect the system detection capability of
sinus-arrhythmia.
In a first aspect, the invention provides a method for reducing the computational
complexity of a processing algorithm of a discrete signal within an original domain,
within a target application, which comprises steps of:
(a) choosing a domain, such that transforming the signal to the chosen domain
results to an approximately sparse representation, wherein at least part of the
output data vector has zero or low magnitude elements;
(b) converting the original signal in the domain chosen in step (a) through a
mathematical transform consisting of arithmetic operations resulting in a
vector of output data;
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(c) reformulating the processing algorithm of the original signal in the original
domain into a modified algorithm consisting of equivalent arithmetic operations in the domain chosen in step (a) to yield the expected result with the
expected quality quantified in terms of a suitable application metric;
(d) combining the mathematical transform of step (b) and the equivalent mathematical operations introduced in step (c) for obtaining the expected result
within the original domain with the expected quality;
(e) selecting a threshold value based on the preferred complexity reduction and
degree of output quality loss that can be tolerated in the expected result within the target application;

5
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(f) pruning a number of elements from the output data vector the magnitude of
which is less than the threshold value selected in step (e); and/or eliminating
arithmetic operations associated with the pruned elements either within the
mathematical transform of step (b) and/or in the equivalent algorithm of step
(c).
In a preferred embodiment of the method for reducing the computational complexity
of a processing algorithm of a discrete signal within an original domain, within a
target application with minimum or no quality loss:
the said processing algorithm is a discrete Fourier transform;
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the said original domain is the frequency domain;
the said target application is the frequency spectrum estimation of a signal;
the said discrete signal is a sampled bio-signal;
in step (a) the wavelet domain is chosen;
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in step (b) a discrete wavelet transform converts the discrete signal to the wavelet domain, decomposing the signal into multiple frequency resolutions representing different classes of data by applying a series of suitable high-pass and
low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;
in step (c) the operations of the original processing algorithm, said to be the discrete Fourier transform, are reformulated by modifying the values of the original
Fourier twiddle factors with the values obtained from the frequency response of
the high-pass and low-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform;
in step (d) the original signal is processed by the said wavelet transform and its
output data vector is processed by the reformulated Fourier operations with the
modified twiddle factors;
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in step (c) and (d) any quality metric such as the mean square difference between
the original expected result and the result obtained after applying the said wavelet transform followed by the said reformulated Fourier operations can be used
for quantifying the output quality;
in step (e) and (f) a threshold value is selected such as the data obtained from the
said high-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform can be pruned after applying the selected threshold; and
in step (g) the operations associated with the pruned high-pass data, in part or as
whole, are being eliminated.

35

In a second aspect the invention provides a method for estimating the frequency
spectrum of an original signal, which may be non-uniformly spaced with low complexity, which comprises steps of:
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(a) sampling the original signal with a preferred sized window function;
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(b) replacing a sampled data value, within the taken window, at an arbitrary
point by several data values on a regular mesh in such a way that sums over
the mesh are an accurate approximation to sums over the original arbitrary
point;

10

(c) transforming the signal consisting of the extrapolated data samples of step
(b) within the taken window in the wavelet domain using a wavelet transform; this step decomposes the signal into multiple frequency resolutions
representing different classes of data by applying a series of suitable highpass and low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;
(d) processing the output data vector of the applied Wavelet transform using reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the values of
which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass and lowpass filters of the applied wavelet transform;
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(e) selecting a threshold value such that the data obtained from the said highpass filters of the applied wavelet transform are pruned after applying the
selected threshold;
(f) eliminating the operations associated with the pruned high-pass data of step
(e), in part or as whole;
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(g) evaluating sine and cosine functions at the times corresponding to the data
samples within the taken window using the output data obtained after applying steps (c), (d) and (e);
(h) computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to
orthogonalize the sine and cosine components; and

25

(i) computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of frequencies based
on the estimated amplitudes of the evaluated sine and cosine functions.
In a preferred embodiment of the method for estimating the frequency spectrum of
an original signal, which may be non-uniformly spaced with low complexity and no
or minimum quality loss:
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the original signal are time intervals of consecutive heart beats; referred hereafter as RR intervals;
in step (b) the procedure is equivalent to the extrapolation method used in a FastLomb method;
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in step (c) the Haar Wavelet Transform with one frequency resolution level is
used to transform the sampled data within the wavelet transform;
in step (d) the output data vector of the one-stage Haar Wavelet transform is processed by reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the
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values of which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass and
low-pass filters used in the applied Haar wavelet transform;
in step (e) a the data obtained from the high-pass filter of the Haar wavelet transform are being pruned in part or as a whole;
5

in step (f) the operations associated with the pruned high-pass data of step are
eliminated, in part or as whole;
in step (h) computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to orthogonalize the sine and cosine components is equivalent to the time
shift applied in a least-squares analysis method and/or a Fast-Lomb method;
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in step (i) computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of frequencies
based on the estimated amplitudes of the sine and cosine functions is performed
as in a least-squares analysis method.
In a preferred embodiment:

15

the modified twiddle factors of the reformulated Fourier operations that correspond to the frequency response of the low-pass filters used in the applied Haar
wavelet transform are sorted based on the their magnitude;
the factors with smaller magnitude than the rest twiddle factors and the associated operations are being eliminated.
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In a third aspect, the invention provides a method for estimating the time-frequency
distribution of an original signal, which may be non-uniformly spaced with low
complexity, which comprises steps of:
(a) recording a signal;
(b) splitting up the recorded signal into overlapping segments;
(c) windowing the overlapping segments;
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(d) using a sliding window configuration in order to process the data in different
time instances;
(e) applying steps (b) to (i) of claim 3 along with method in claim 4 to compute
the frequency spectrum for each segment; and
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(f) normalizing each processed segment equally by time-averaging the individual spectrum; achieved by applying a de normalizing factor to each processed segment.
In a fourth aspect, the invention provides a method for analyzing the frequency or
time-frequency spectrum of an original signal which may be non-uniformly spaced
within a set of desired frequencies with low complexity, which comprises steps of:

35

(a) estimating the frequency spectrum or time-frequency as in the second or
third aspect of the invention;
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(b) calculating the ratio between the low frequency power and high frequency
power within a set of desired low and high frequencies;
(c) comparing the estimated ratio with a threshold value for evaluating various
conditions of interest.
5

In a preferred embodiment of the invention according to the fourth aspect:
the original signal are time intervals of consecutive heart beats;
in steps (a), the methods as in the second and/or third aspect of the invention are
applied for estimating the frequency spectrum;
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in step (b) the ratio between the low frequency power and high frequency power within a set of desired low and high frequencies; the desired range being usually 0.04 -0.15 Hz for the low frequencies and 0.15-0.4 Hz for the high frequencies;
the differences between the estimated ratio without any pruning and the ratio
obtained after applying any pruning described in methods as in the second
and/or third aspect of the invention is calculated and used as a quality metric;
and
in step (c) the ratio is compared with a proper threshold value in order to indicate any cardiac malfunction.
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In a fifth aspect, the invention provides a method for eliminating operations and
pruning data, described in the first to fourth aspect of the invention and /or preferred
embodiments thereof, comprising:
(a) selecting threshold values based on the differences in the magnitude of the
various classes of data in the wavelet domain;
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(b) selecting threshold values based on the magnitudes of the twiddle factors that
correspond to the frequency response of the filters used Wavelet Transform;
(c) comparing the resulted outputs of the Wavelet Transform with the determined
thresholds of step (a) and dropping only those that are less than the determined threshold; and
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(d) comparing the computed value in the modified Fourier transform with the determined thresholds of step (b) and dropping only those that are less than the
determined threshold.
In a sixth aspect, the invention provides a method for combining the proposed power
spectral estimation and analysis described in previous aspects of the invention, with
other wavelet based signal analysis and processing tools, and comprising:

35

(a) sampling the input data within a window;
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(b) decomposing the recorded signals by a wavelet transform through the application of filtering operations into multiple frequency resolution levels
representing different classes of data;
5

(c) using the outputs of a preferred frequency resolution level as input to the
modified Fourier operations described in above claims;
(d) estimating the power spectra and /or time frequency distribution as described in the second and/or third aspect of the invention;
(e) using the output of the applied wavelet transform for any other signal
analysis and processing tool.

10

In a preferred embodiment of the invention in the sixth aspect:
in step (e) the proposed method is combined with the compression of heart
rate data, or extraction of heart characteristics using for instance a wavelet
based delineation algorithm;

15

any pruning of data or elimination of operation described in previous aspects
of the invention.
In a seventh aspect, the invention provides a method for re-using the wavelet stages
of other cardiac analysis and processing tools with the spectral analysis methods,
comprising:

20

(a) evaluating various wavelet basis for delineation of cardiac data and power
spectral analysis;
(b) selecting the wavelet basis that result in large complexity reduction and minor
or no loss in output quality of the delineation and spectral analysis algorithms;

25

(c) using the wavelet transform based on the selected basis for performing both
delineation and spectral estimation and analysis of the preferred signal.
In an eighth aspect, the invention provides a device for estimating and analyzing the
spectral density in frequency or time-frequency of cardiac signals comprising:
(a) means of recording a signal; which may be non-uniformly spaced;
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(b) means of normalizing successive measurements within a window of sampled data;
(c) means of replacing a sampled data value at an arbitrary point by several
data values on a regular mesh in such a way that sums over the mesh are an
accurate approximation to sums over the original arbitrary point;

35

(d) means for transforming the signal consisting of the extrapolated data samples of step (b) within the taken window in the wavelet domain using a
wavelet transform; this step decomposes the signal into multiple frequency
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resolutions representing different classes of data by applying a series of
suitable high-pass and low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;

5

(e) means for processing the output data vector of the applied Wavelet transform by reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the
values of which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass
and low-pass filters used in the applied wavelet transform;
(f) means for selecting a threshold value such that the data obtained from the
said high-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform are pruned after applying the selected threshold;

10

(g) means for eliminating the operations associated with the pruned high-pass
data of step (e), in part or as whole;
(h) means for evaluating sine and cosine functions at the times corresponding to
the data samples within the taken window using the output data obtained after applying steps (c), (d) and (e);
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(i) means for computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to orthogonalize the sine and cosine components; and
(j) means for computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of
frequencies based on the estimated amplitudes of the sine and cosine functions.

20

In a preferred embodiment:
the determined threshold values mentioned in the eighth aspect are stored
within registers; and
comparators and multiplexors are used for comparing and pruning and/or eliminating any data and/or associated operation.

25

In a preferred embodiment, the inventive device further comprises:
means for analyzing the estimated power of each frequency in a desired set of
frequencies for determining any health associated issue.
In a ninth aspect, the invention provides the use of the methods from the first to the
seventh aspect and device from the eighth aspect for

30

estimating the power spectral density of a bio-signal with low computational
complexity and minor or no quality loss;
analyzing the power of a frequency within a set of desired set of frequencies;
and
monitoring and/or discovering any health issue associated with the analyzed

35

frequencies of the processed signal.
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1.3 Brief description of the figures
The invention will be better understood in light of the description of preferred example embodiments and in reference to the figures, wherein:

5

Figure 1 contains the main idea of finding an alternative signal representation in a
preferred domain;
Figure 2 contains the approach for complexity reduction through an alternative (approximately) sparse representation;
Figure 3 contains examples of (a) low-pass and (b) high-pass wavelet filter outputs
for a Haar based DWT;

10

Figure 4 contains DWT-based FFT consisting of two stages i) DWT, ii) Twiddlefactors. Potential data approximated/pruned highlighted with dotted lines;
Figure 5 shows an Overall System for PSA of HRV;
Figure 6 shows Mean Square Error (MSE) for various 2nd stage approximations;

15

20

Figure 7 contains graphs of Power Spectral Analysis – Fast-Lomb. Proposed method
result in up-to 81% power savings with only 3% error in LFP/HFP ratio and correct
diagnosis of sinus arrhythmia in all samples;
Figure 8 contains Time-Frequency Analysis over a 1-hour monitoring of a sinus arrhythmia patient using Fast-Lomb periodogram based on (a) conventional FFT, (b)
DWT based FFT and approximations of high-frequency components and insignificant twiddle factors; and
Figure 9 illustrates an integration of traditional ECG compression system based on
DWT with the proposed spectral analysis device for obtaining simultaneously the
compressed signal and the time-frequency analysis.

1.4 Detailed description of example embodiments
25

1.4.1 Complexity Reduction through Alternative Signal Representations
Changing substantially existing algorithm formulations by considering signal representations in domains where the signal may be (approximately) sparse could allow
for a reduction of algorithmic complexity and thus energy.

30

The main idea of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 1. Starting from a
function F and a signal x the objective is to find a function G that transforms the input signal x to a new, equivalent representation x’, where the signal is approximately-
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sparse. By approximately-sparse we mean that in the new signal x’ only few signal
components carry most of its energy. Therefore these few components are also most
important for the overall signal quality, while other signal components and the associated computations can often be skipped for a significant complexity reduction. In
other words, the transformation G not only exposes the unequal significance of different signal components but also allows often identifying the less significant operations in an algorithm enabling a complexity reduction that may have not been possible before. Of course such a transformation G alters the data representation which
will also require the reformulation of the function F into an equivalent function H in
the sparsity domain to yield the same original result y. Of course such a representation does not guarantee a reduced algorithmic complexity since we may end up to an
overall more complicated algorithm. The key idea to address such an issue is to exploit the introduced approximately sparse signal representation to reduce the algorithmic complexity. This reduction can be achieved by identifying and pruning the
less significant computations in the transformations G and H. However, the elimination of computations through artificial sparsification of approximately sparse signals
will result in distortions that cause a reduction of the output quality which has to be
kept as low as possible. In order to quantify the impact of the introduced approximations on quality we can calculate the error/distortion incurred between the original
output signal y=F(x) and the approximated one y’=H(G(x)). Of course the quality
metric depends highly on the target application. For instance mean-square-error
(MSE)
.?@ = ‖B − B′‖@
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and the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) might be most appropriate for communications,
whereas peak-SNR (PSNR) and ratios between various frequency components are
more appropriate in multimedia and biomedical applications. In any case, we need to
look for the set of approximated computations that minimize the resulted distortion
within any target application.
The overall systematic approach to achieve this goal is depicted in Figure 2. At an
initial step we define the type of signals the number and type of coefficients and
computations within a targeted algorithm as well as the quality metrics that are of
interest in the target application. Next step is to express data on which the target algorithm operates, in an at least approximately-sparse representation. In general, there
are many applications in signal processing and communication systems where the
signals are approximately sparse in some domain such as time, frequency, or another
appropriate basis; in such a representation, most of the samples are at least approximately zero. For instance, Wavelets have an excellent time and frequency localization, which is the main attribute that makes them in general excellent candidate basis
for sparsifying signals.

13
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Once the data is available in its approximately sparse representation, we obtain the
data statistics of the individual signal components and we perform a sensitivity analysis. For each signal representation under consideration, we introduce a threshold
value THRi to classify signal components into significant and less-significant for example according to:
DEF : 

10

15

HIJIKILM,
VWHH − HIJIKILM,

IK NO|DEF |@ Q ≥ STU
,
IK NO|DEF |@ Q < STU

Y = 0, . . , \.

We then tie all less-significant signal components to zero (sparsification) and prune
the associated operations (complexity reduction). By tuning THRi we maximize the
complexity savings while maintaining an acceptable amount of distortion. The output
of our method is a set of the required/significant computations that need to be performed to meet the target quality constraint. Based on various quality constraints we
can generate different sets which could be used in order to scale the complexity under any energy/quality budget. Note that such sets could be generated by applying
static thresholds during design time or on-line by applying dynamic thresholds during operation (i.e., through proper software coding).
1.4.2 Example: Alternative Signal Representation in Frequency Domain

20

Wavelet decomposition is a special case of sub-band decomposition in which in general the original signal passes through a pair of filters and then is being downsampled
by a factor of 2. Given the low pass-filter (LPF) and high-pass filter (HPF) that satisfy the Wavelet constraints, Wavelet decomposition can be compactly expressed as a
linear transformation matrix WZ constructed from LPF and HPF with Z denoting the
size of the matrix. The decomposition can then be expressed as:
1^/
]^  = _ $ a
^/
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where 1^/ and $^/ is the decomposed low-pass and high-pass signal, respectively.
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) consists of one or more stages depending on the
degree of the desired resolution and each of them contain a HPF and LPF that compute the so-called approximation and detail coefficients, respectively. Note that the
filter order depends on the basis of the mother Wavelet used, i.e., Haar, Db2, Db4
etc… Interestingly, after processing extrapolated RR-intervals of numerous heart
samples (Figure 3(a)) with DWT of various known basis (i.e., Haar, Db2 and Db4)
we observed that the two output bands of high and low frequencies differ significantly in terms of their magnitude. Specifically, we observed that the HPF outputs were
distributed around zero (Figure 3(b)) indicating that such parts could be pruned for
complexity reduction with potentially minimum impact in quality. In other words,

14
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RR-intervals are approximately-sparse in the Wavelet domain, which can be utilized
for achieving complexity reduction.

5

Based on the above analysis DWT provides an alternative transformation (say W)
that expresses the input signal x (RR-intervals) with an approximately-sparse representation x’. However, such a transformation W alters the initial data representation
which requires the reformulation of the initial function of FFT (say F) into an
equivalent function (say G) in the sparsity domain to yield the original expected result y:
b = c()

10

<=> b = ] (e())

To begin with, the initial algorithm, the FFT can be written in a matrix notation in
case of order N as:
c = c 5F f = _

15

g/
g/
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h/ i/
a_
−h/
j

j

a f

(9)

a ]

(10)

i/

where h/ is the diagonal matrix with twiddle factors on the diagonal and 5 is an
NxN even-odd separation matrix. The first part of the new transform, the DWT WN,
obeys kF ] = g since it is an orthogonal linear transformation. Based on this
property the Fourier transform can be written as c = c kF ] . Considering also
Equation 9, the following factorization can be written:
l/
c = c kF ] = _
9/

20

(8)

/ i/
a_
m/
j

j

i/

where l/ , / , 9/ , m/ are all diagonal matrices, which was also mathematically proven in [15] but its use was very limited up-to now. The values on the diagonal of l/ and 9/ correspond to the length-N DFT of the lowpass filter of the
wavelet transform, whereas the values on the diagonal of / and m/ are the
length-N DFT of the highpass filter of the wavelet transform. The factorization
shown in Equation 10 suggests a DWT based FFT algorithm, whose block diagram
for an order of N = 8 is depicted in Figure 4. The algorithm consists of 2 main stages;
the highpass and the lowpass DWT outputs go through separate length-4 DFT, and
then they are combined with butterfly operations. The same scheme can be iteratively
applied to shorter length DFTs (i.e., 4-point) to get the full DWT based algorithm.
The full system is equivalent to a binary tree wavelet packet followed by modified
FFT butterfly operations, where the twiddle factors are the frequency response of the
wavelet (lowpass and highpass) filters. The overall process represents a new transformation with the distinguished processes W (DWT) and G (butterflies with new
twiddle factors) we looked for in Equation 8.
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Interestingly, no one had utilized it in order to take advantage of its properties. The
main reason for that is the fact that the complexity of the algorithm is much more
than the original FFT for a given order N. In particular, we evaluated the complexity
of the algorithm with N=512 using various wavelet bases (i.e. Haar, Db2, Db4) and
compared it with one of the fastest known FFT implementations known as split-radix
FFT. Results show that (without pruning or exploitation of the sparsity of the signal)
the wavelet-based FFT comes with 36%, 49%, or 76% increased computations compared to the split-radix FFT in case of Haar, Db2, and Db4 DWT bases, respectively.
Therefore, there is a need for tuning various parameters in order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and adjust it for the specific application.
While in many applications the processed signals are random in nature and most importantly do not carry any inherent information that allow the reduction of computations with minimum impact at the output quality [13] we found that the nature of the
bio-signals and in particular of cardiac signals [14] would be an excellent signal
space that could get advantage of the properties of an alternative representation in
frequency domain. By representing the bio-signals within the wavelet domain wherein they are approximately sparse and pruning the most suitable data/operations we
achieve to reduce substantially the complexity of algorithms/applications functioning
in the frequency domain such as the power spectral analysis of bio-signals needed in
the monitoring of health issues.
1.4.3 Power Spectral Analysis System
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The overall system for performing PSA of ECG data is shown in Figure 5. Initially,
the ECG data are being recorded with a sampling frequency f and based on a fixed
widow size the data are being sent for RR interval calculation for which various low
complexity methods exist. Next since we perform the evaluation for each window, in
order to normalize the data, we calculate the zero mean of the RR intervals and based
on the number of intervals we extrapolate them to size n in order to meet the fixed
size N of FFT block. After extrapolating the RR-intervals the DWT based FFT that is
described above is used to calculate the trigonometric coefficients that are used in
equations 2 to 7 to calculate the power spectrum of the window data. The ECG data
is sent in different windows and the HRV analysis is performed for every window to
provide real time information for portable monitoring devices. Windows could be
overlapped up-to 50% in conventional Fast Lomb based PSA. As shown in Figure 5
the power spectrum is calculated using Equation 2 to 7 described above.
Interestingly, the first stage of the FFT-DWT (DWT-decomposition) algorithm makes
this type of signals sparse separating them into significant (high-values) and lesssignificant (low-values) which can ultimately be dropped as highlighted in Figure 4.
This can be attributed to DWT properties and its excellent time and frequency localization. Actually, each DWT stage by applying a highpass and a lowpass filter com-
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putes the so-called approximation and detail coefficients, respectively containing a
percentage of the initial signal energy. As the stages (known as scales) increase the
frequency (low frequencies) and time (high frequencies) resolution increases. Such a
property was used traditionally by many signal analysis algorithms including the RRinterval extraction in order to extract the required information. However, usually
such a process requires many stages (i.e. more than 8) and complex Debauchees basis (i.e. db6) and thus was not favored from a practical/cost viewpoint. Nonetheless,
one of the popular applications of DWT in cardiac analysis was the data compression
which is applied in order to compress the recoded ECG data from a wearable sensor
and send them wirelessly to another more capable device for further analysis. The
main reason for that is the fact that the time domain and most importantly frequency
domain analysis is performed by complex algorithms as we discussed above that
need high performance and energy resources which could not be provided by a wearable device.

15

To this end, the proposed system could reduce the complexity of PSA algorithms and
allow real time processing and in time detection of any malfunction. While researchers have taken already advantage of the fact that ECG data are sparse in nature and
thus they can be compressed by an approximate representation in the wavelet domain
[12] none have thought up-to now to utilize this property in the analysis algorithms.
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1.4.4 Proposed Complexity Reduction
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As we discussed an alternative signal representation that exposes the hidden signal
sparsity in wavelet domain is possible. However, as we noticed such a representation
does not guarantee a reduced algorithmic complexity since it ends up to an overall
more complicated algorithm. The key idea to address such an issue is to exploit the
introduced approximately sparse signal representation to reduce the algorithmic
complexity as we discussed in 1.4.2. This reduction can be achieved by identifying
and pruning the less significant computations that affect the output quality/accuracy
to a small extent in the transformations W and G. This is achieved by obtaining the
data statistics of the individual signal components and applying a threshold value
THRi to each stage for classifying components into significant and less-significant.
For instance, in the first stage, DWT transforms the input signal D into D F in which
two energy bands (HPF and LPF outputs) can be distinguished as we showed in Figure 3. Thus by applying a STUnwe could distinguish components into significant and
less significant, i.e. according to:
DEF : 

HIJIKILM,

VWHH − HIJIKILM,

IK No|DEF | p ≥ STUn

IK No|DEF | p < STUn

,

Y = 0, . . , \

(11)

By tying then all less-significant signal components to zero (sparsification) and pruning the associated operations we could achieve complexity reduction. Similarly, by
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applying a threshold in the second stage of the butterfly operations on the twiddle
factors we could further reduce the overall number of operations as we discuss in the
following sub-sections. Note that by tuning THRi we can obtain trade-offs between
complexity reduction and distortion which need to be kept as low as possible. The
distortion introduced by the proposed approximations is quantified by evaluating the
mean-square-error (MSE) between the original output signal y=F(x) and the approximated one y’=W(G(x)) along with the overall impact on the ratio R=LFP/HFP that
as we discussed indicates the detection capability of cardiac malfunctions.
1.4.5 Signal Sparsification - Band Pruning
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As we discussed in Section 3 the first stage of the new formulation is the DWT,
which after processing the RR-intervals it distinguishes the signal into two
groups/bands; the high energy (LPF outputs) and the low energy (HPF outputs)
bands. Based on such differences the highpass-detail computations associated with
the less-significant signal components can be pruned, eliminating the corresponding
half band of the DWT as highlighted in Figure 4. By doing so the multiplications and
additions associated with the dropped signals in the second stage of the waveletbased FFT can also be pruned as shown in Figure 4. After the applied signal sparsification and the associated pruning of operations, the new sparse wavelet-based FFT
process (Fr_tu) can be written as:
c_5 = c kF ] = _

l/
9/

j i/
a_
j
j

j
a ]
j

(12)

where FN/2 along with factors BN/2 and DN/2 are set to zero due to their insignificant
content.
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We now repeat the complexity comparison and we observe that the number of computations is reduced by 28%, 21%, and 8% compared to the split radix FFT if the
Haar, the Db2, or the Db4 are used as DWT basis, respectively.
Overall, we determined that by using Haar as the DWT basis and applying only one
stage of DWT decomposition is sufficient for separating the energy of the processed
data to the required approximation level leading to an end-result with minimum error
(not affecting any diagnosis) with low complexity. While we could further decompose the lowpass-detail data further by applying more DWT stages as in conventional data analysis algorithms, we found that this is not necessary and rather costly. Specifically, as we discussed in PSA what matters are the values of HPF and LPF and
the ratio between them rather than the increased time and frequency resolution that
could be achieved by more DWT stages. Therefore, our algorithm utilizes the property of DWT at minimum cost (by using the low cost Haar basis and only one stage
decomposition) in order to reduce the complexity and prune any insignificant information from the first DWT stage.
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1.4.6 Twiddle-Factor Pruning
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In the second stage of the algorithm, the DWT outputs are multiplied with twiddle
factors that are the frequency response of the filter coefficients of the chosen wavelet
basis (Haar, Db2, Db4 etc.). Such factors carry the unique property that they do not
lie on the unit circle but they differ in their magnitude substantially as opposed to the
FFT twiddle factors. This exactly property is being exploited to introduce another
novelty in our approach that is the exclusion of the computations based on small
magnitude twiddle factors. Specifically, we observe that the twiddle factors [A1,
A2…AN/2] decrease in magnitude (A1>A2….>AN/2), whereas factors [C1, C2…CN/2]
increase in magnitude C1<C2<…<CN/2. In particular, factors AN/2 and C1, C2 etc. have
a small magnitude (close to zero). This indicates that the operations associated with
these small factors might also influence the output result to a lesser extent. To determine the significance of its factor and of the associated operations we performed a
sensitivity analysis by pruning various small factors (which we can term as lesssignificant) and observed the impact on output quality. Based on our analysis we
have generated 3 sets of factors based on their magnitudes and the number of pruned
computations that can be achieved (i.e Set1 corresponds to 20% pruned factors/operations, Set2 to 40%, and Set3 to 60%). Our results (Figure 6) show that the
output quality in terms of MSE decreases slightly compared to the conventional FFT
outputs if we apply the above approximations to the 2nd stage of the algorithm but
such distortions do not affect the capability of the system in detecting any arrhythmia. The approximations of the twiddle factors [A1, A2…AN/2] and [C1, C2…CN/2] in
a matrix form is shown next:

c_5 = _

25

30

l/
9/

j i/
a_
j
j

l
x ⋮
y
w j
j
a ] = w
j
w 9
wy ⋮
v j

⋯
⋱
⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

j
⋮ }

l/
j
⋮ }
9/


j

 ]

j
~

Note also that as the wavelet basis and thus filter sizes increases (i.e. in case of Db4),
the number of small-valued/zero twiddle-factors is also increasing. However, at the
same time the number of computations in the DWT stage is also increasing. Therefore, there is a clear trade-off between the approximations applied in the second stage
and the number of computations in the DWT stage. Overall, we observed that the
proposed approximations can reduce by 52% the number of additions and 17% the
multiplications compared to a conventional split-radix FFT algorithm. Note that the
savings increase with the order (i.e. in case of N=1024 then we obtain we obtain further 12% less multiplications and 8% less additions) due to the logarithmic complexity growth of original FFT with the order.
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Table I
LFP: HFP ratio under static and dynamic pruning
LFP/HFP
Ratio
Static
Pruning
Dynamic
Pruning

Orig.
FFT
based
PSA

PSA based on prop. FFT with 1st stage approx. and various approx. in 2nd stage
st
1 stage
Set1
Set2
Set3
band drop

0.45

0.465

0.465

0.483

0.492

0.45

0.465

0.467

0.47

0.471

1.4.7 Energy-Quality Trade-offs Through Static and Dynamic Pruning
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In order, to evaluate the energy savings and the distortions obtained by the proposed
approximations we have mapped the conventional and new PSA system on a singlecore processor simulator [12]. In addition, we analyzed numerous sinus-arrhythmia
samples (that is one of most common arrhythmia conditions) from PhysioNet database and we evaluated the ratio between the low frequencies power (LFP) (0.04-015
Hz) and the high frequencies power (HFP) (0.15 – 0.4 Hz) of the heart rate spectra.
This ratio is obtained by processing the outputs of the new FFT using the Lomb calculator and is the most appropriate quality metric for this application. Table 1 depicts
the ratio LFP/HFP for the different modes of static approximations where we observe
that the ratio remains close to the original value and much less than 1 even when the
highpass-band and 60% of twiddle factors are pruned. The resulted PSA based on the
proposed approach and the conventional Fast-Lomb method for a sample is depicted
in Figure 7. Interestingly, we can observe that even if we drop 60% of the operations
we obtain only 3% difference in LFP/HFP ratio compared to conventional PSA system, thus we can still easily identify the sinus arrhythmia condition.
The proposed approximations result directly in energy savings which can reach up-to
51%. However, such approximations could also be combined with one of the most
effective power savings methods that is voltage scaling. In order to determine the
degree of voltage scaling that can be applied, we noted the performance improvement that we obtain with the new system that ranges from 40% up-to 51% depending
on the degree of approximation. The reduced number of cycles translate directly to
throughput/execution-time improvement which can facilitate dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS). Specifically, the execution time is given by NDWL_IW =
#cycles ∗ freq (V ), where freq. is the frequency of operation which is a function
of supply-voltage Vdd. Based on the improvement in execution we calculated the
voltage scaling and the resulted energy savings that can be obtained under various
modes of approximations. Interestingly, the proposed approach when combined with
DVFS can lead up-to 82% energy savings under the same (acceptable) range of dis-
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tortions. In the above analysis we have applied fixed number of approximations
based on static thresholds that we analyzed during design time. However, it is possible to apply dynamic thresholds during the operation for dynamic pruning of computations. To do so we have altered the application software by including some extra
comparison instructions during the 2nd computation stage (after the band dropping).
Data and twiddle factors that are below a set of thresholds are eliminated on the fly
for the various samples. By doing so we could achieve a finer grain approximations,
limiting the distortions as shown in Table 1 since only computations that are below a
threshold for the specific sample are eliminated. However, the reduction in distortion
comes at a cost of an approximately 10% energy overhead compared to the static
case and applied DVFS due the extra instructions i.e. comparisons which also limits
the degree of the applied voltage scaling . All in all the proposed approach leads to
the design of an energy efficient PSA system that could adapt its complexity, energy
and performance with minimal and acceptable distortions (ratio always much less
than 1).
1.4.8 Time-Frequency Spectral Analysis
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Another advantage of our approach is that PSA could be performed in timefrequency space. To be more specific DWT differs from FFT on the fact that it does
not only maintains frequency information but also time, therefore HPF and LPF
could be evaluated and the time-frequency space providing more accurate information regarding the heart status of a person at various instances of the day. In order
to better track the time-varying components of the heart rate, the Lomb periodogram
could be modified to be implemented as a time-frequency distribution [11]. Timefrequency analysis using Lomb periodogram could be easily performed by applying
a window w(t) to the data and evaluating each segment individually. Using a sliding
window configuration w(t-tj) we can obtain the time –frequency distribution
 ( ,  ). However, as each segment of the window will be variance normalized
the time-frequency distribution obtained from the segments will become less meaningful. Thus a method for normalizing each segment equally is needed. In [11] a
Welch-Lomb averaged periodogram was utilized. The ability to average variance
normalized segments calculated from the Lomb periodogram was achieved through a

de-normalizing factor  . Using the same technique, we apply this method to denormalize the Lomb periodogram. Thus giving
 ( ,  ) =  



∑ ′ $%  '
∑ $%   

+

where ′ is the windowed zero-mean data at time .
35



∑ ′    '
∑     



()

For evaluation of short term HRV, a window of 2 to 5 minutes of RR intervals is
suggested. As our target application is for portable monitoring devices where real-
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time analysis values is more desired, we focus our interest on the low frequencies
(LF) and high frequencies (HF) of the heart spectra, which are 0.04 to 0.15 Hz and
0.15 to 0.4 Hz, respectively. Thus, we selected an interval of 2 minutes for the sliding
window configuration. Time-frequency analysis of HRV is calculated from RR intervals derived from 2 minutes of ECG data. The optimal overlapping percentage is
dependent on usage scenarios and user physiology. Therefore, the amount of overlap
is made to be configurable in our system. The overlap in our tests was chosen to be
50% overlap with previous RR interval samples. This configuration was designed so
that we are able to obtain a better view of immediate changes in frequency components for normal cases of HRV. Figure 8(a) and 8(b) present an example for timefrequency analysis using conventional FFT and DWT-FFT, respectively where it is
evident that the results are very similar, irrespective of the approximations applied in
case of DWT-FFT based periodogram.
1.4.9 Health Monitoring
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Apart from sinus arrhythmia the proposed system can be used for detection and monitoring of many other diseases, including cardiac and neural associated diseases, described below:
•

In case of Sleep Apnea, the LFP and HFP changes in various sleep stages.
The LFP/HFP ratio is maximal during sleep apnea case.

•

For cases of Congestive Heart Failure, the total power is concentrated at LF
range and HFP is virtually absent; these fluctuations help us identify congestive heart failure cases.

•

For patients with Guillian Bare syndrome, the HFP decreases and the
LFP/HFP ratio increases indicating the disease.

•

For Tachycardia patients, LFP and HFP are considerably decreased when
compared to patients with normal heart rates.

•

In Myocardial infarction, the LFP/HFP is decreased because of an increased
HFP.

•

For Diabetic Autonomic Neuropathy cases, the LFP and Total Spectral power
are used to indicate the disease.

•

For Epileptic seizures, the increase in HFP during the onset of the seizure is
used for early detection of epileptic seizures.

30

1.4.10 System Integration
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Another advantage of our approach is that PSA could be performed in combination
with other wavelet based analysis and processing methods allowing integration of
more systems and thus providing more insight at the health of a person at low cost.
We describe two integrated systems next:
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a)
As we discussed above existing methods of HRV analysis are compressing
the recorded signals and extracted RR intervals and transmit them over the wireless
channel to an external device in order to perform further analysis [15, 12]. Most of
such systems are based on wavelet transform. Usually several stages of wavelet
transform and various wavelet bases are applied in order to compress the signal and
finally transmit it over the channel to the external device. However, our approach can
be combined with the traditional ECG compression methods at low cost and not only
compress the signal but at the same time calculate the power spectra at very low cost.
This will allow to compress and simultaneously process the ECGs in order to detect
any cardiac malfunction. This can be achieved as shown in Figure 9. The sampled
data are being sampled within the fixed window and a wavelet transform of k stages
is being applied for compression. Note that the number of stages is being determined
by the wavelet basis that is applied (i.e. Haar, Db2, Db4 etc). Out of these successive
k stages we obtain the output of the first i stages and use them as input to the 2nd
stage of butterfly multiplication of our algorithm. Then by applying the required approximations and calculating the lomb factors we obtain the power spectra. The output of the i-th DWT stage is used also as input to compute the rest DWT stages used
for compression. In this way we can obtain both the power spectra, time-frequency
analysis and the compressed signal.
b)
In [17], [18], the authors present a delineation algorithm for finding the different parts of the ECG signal (such as the P, QRS and T waves). This is achieved
using a wavelet transformation based algorithm, where the raw ECG signal is transformed using Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT). In our proposed method for
power spectrum calculations, we also apply the DWT transformation. Thus, we can
re-use the wavelet block utilized for the delineation for the power spectral calculations. However, the DWT approach used for delineation may need a different basis of
transformation when compared to the power spectrum calculations. To resolve this
issue, we can apply a two-step approach: in the first step, we choose the best basis of
DWT for waveform delineation and use the same for power spectral calculations. If
the results of power spectral calculations are not accurate enough, due to the approximation used in our proposed method, we change the basis in the next step and re-do
the calculations. These can be done offline, at design time, and the best basis can be
chosen, as a trade-off between delineation quality versus accuracy of power spectral
calculations.
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1.4.11 Impact - Use of the Proposed Method and Device
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Since our novel approaches reduce the computations by more than 75% it allows the
implementation of PSA on low-cost wearable devises opening a whole new market
and opening new avenues for improving the treatment and health monitoring of each
person. The low complexity of the proposed system avoids also the need for transmitting wirelessly the data on external devises for processing the data as it is used to
[12], leading to just-in time health monitoring and diagnosis. The system provides an
automatic analysis of data to the doctor, preventing him or her from having to work
through hours of recorded data and allowing patients to avoid the bulky Holter cardiac monitors which are traditionally worn by patients for around 24 hours at a time.
Such a system could measure continuously and remotely, which allows analysis to
take place anywhere and detect any anomaly anytime. The World Health Organization estimates that 17 million people die of cardiovascular disease every year. Many
of these deaths happen because the type of pathology isn't detected in time. The proposed system could monitor people 24 hours a day, seven days a week at minimum
power and cost. Not only will this simplify life for heart patients (less trips to the
hospital), but it could also slash costs for healthcare systems. It is certain that such a
system could find several health-related uses: monitoring athletic performance, or
assessing diet and physical activity in obese patients. Nonetheless, such a system
could lead to wearable round-the-clock monitoring devices which could bring new
types of analysis, leading to new treatments and ultimately save lives all around the
world.
The exciting acceptance of doctors and hospitals of a recent device [12] based on
compressing the cardiac data and transmitting them for analysis at a mobile phone
indicates that the proposed system by offering the unique characteristic of just in
time analysis (without the need of transmitting the data externally for analysis)
would be accepted excitingly by the medical and engineering society. Note also that
several researchers and companies (i.e. Texas Instruments, USA) [10] recently have
tried to implement low power biomedical processors by reducing the complexity of
FFT algorithm that was identified as the kernel of many applications but they still did
so based on conventional circuit/algorithmic techniques without taking advantage of
the characteristics of the bio-signals as we do.
In brief our novel ideas that could widen the use of wearable devices and create new
areas of research and products in engineering and medical sciences are:

35

− For the first time we utilize an FFT based DWT algorithm in an application
and overcome its practical limitations by utilizing the characteristics of biosignals in order to apply approximations with minimum quality reduction.
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− A systematic method is being followed that allowed us to identify the most
significant parts in the calculation of an accurate PSD at minimum complexity.

5

− Identify the parts of the algorithm that could be used offering intelligent
complexity/power – quality trade-offs that could adapt to the dynamically
change of the health status of each person.
− Reduce computations by more than 75% with minimum quality reduction and
no effect in the correct diagnosis of malfunctions

10

− The system can be used for low cost/power power spectrum analysis as well
as time-frequency analysis of cardiac (ECG) as well brain (EEG) signals.
− The system can be used for the analysis of various other signals where power
spectrum density is necessary for the diagnosis or estimation of parameters
allowing the implementation of low cost power analyzers that are used in various applications (communications, biomedical, audio etc).
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− The proposed spectral analysis device can be combined with existing compression or delineation systems of ECG data based on DWT and provide
simultaneously the power spectra within desired frequencies as well as ECG
characteristics (QRS complexes, P and T waves) and the compressed ECG
data.
− The proposed device can serve as a health assessment tool as well as health
risk diagnosis tool as it identifies major diseases as well as sleep patterns, fatigue etc.
− The proposed device could be useful among professionals from various fields
such as Cardiologist, Cardiovascular specialist, Clinical researches, Biofeedback specialists etc.
− The proposed device could increase sustainability of health care practices by
saving time and money for patients and health care professionals.
− The proposed device will be an important tool in identifying online any
health issue and help in providing better treatment at the onset of the diseases.

30

− It could be used by companies dealing with athletic equipment, health monitoring, private health institutions and hospitals in order to provide low cost
monitoring and treatment solutions.
Note while the proposed approach can be applied for time-frequency spectral analysis of various signals our description mainly focus on cardiac signals.
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Claims
1.

A method for reducing the computational complexity of a processing algorithm
of a discrete signal within an original domain, within a target application comprises steps of:
(a) choosing a domain, such that transforming the signal to the chosen domain
results to an approximately sparse representation, wherein at least part of the
output data vector has zero or low magnitude elements;

5

(b) converting the original signal in the domain chosen in step (a) through a
mathematical transform consisting of arithmetic operations resulting in a
vector of output data;

10

(c) reformulating the processing algorithm of the original signal in the original
domain into a modified algorithm consisting of equivalent arithmetic operations in the domain chosen in step (a) to yield the expected result with the
expected quality quantified in terms of a suitable application metric;
(d) combining the mathematical transform of step (b) and the equivalent mathematical operations introduced in step (c) for obtaining the expected result
within the original domain with the expected quality;

15

(e) selecting a threshold value based on the preferred complexity reduction and
degree of output quality loss that can be tolerated in the expected result within the target application;

20

(f)
pruning a number of elements from the output data vector the magnitude of
which is less than the threshold value selected in step (e); and/or eliminating arithmetic operations associated with the pruned elements either within the mathematical
transform of step (b) and/or in the equivalent algorithm of step (c).
25

2.

The method of claim 1 wherein:
the said processing algorithm is a discrete Fourier transform;
the said original domain is the frequency domain;
the said target application is the frequency spectrum estimation of a signal;

30

the said discrete signal is a sampled bio-signal;
in step (a) the wavelet domain is chosen;

35

in step (b) a discrete wavelet transform converts the discrete signal to the wavelet domain, decomposing the signal into multiple frequency resolutions representing different classes of data by applying a series of suitable high-pass and
low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;
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in step (c) the operations of the original processing algorithm, said to be the discrete Fourier transform, are reformulated by modifying the values of the original
Fourier twiddle factors with the values obtained from the frequency response of
the high-pass and low-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform;
in step (d) the original signal is processed by the said wavelet transform and its
output data vector is processed by the reformulated Fourier operations with the
modified twiddle factors;

5

in step (c) and (d) any quality metric such as the mean square difference between
the original expected result and the result obtained after applying the said wavelet transform followed by the said reformulated Fourier operations can be used
for quantifying the output quality;

10

in step (e) and (f) a threshold value is selected such as the data obtained from the
said high-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform can be pruned after applying the selected threshold; and/or the operations associated with the pruned highpass data, in part or as whole, are being eliminated.

15

3.

A method of claim 1, for estimating the frequency spectrum of an original signal
which may be non-uniformly spaced with low complexity comprises steps of:
(a) sampling the original signal with a preferred sized window function;

20

25

30

35

(b) replacing a sampled data value, within the taken window, at an arbitrary
point by several data values on a regular mesh in such a way that sums over
the mesh are an accurate approximation to sums over the original arbitrary
point;
(c) transforming the signal consisting of the extrapolated data samples of step
(b) within the taken window in the wavelet domain using a wavelet transform; this step decomposes the signal into multiple frequency resolutions
representing different classes of data by applying a series of suitable highpass and low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;
(d) processing the output data vector of the applied Wavelet transform using reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the values of
which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass and lowpass filters of the applied wavelet transform;
(e) selecting a threshold value such that the data obtained from the said highpass filters of the applied wavelet transform are pruned after applying the
selected threshold;
(f) eliminating the operations associated with the pruned high-pass data of step
(e), in part or as whole;
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(g) evaluating sine and cosine functions at the times corresponding to the data
samples within the taken window using the output data obtained after applying steps (c), (d) and (e);
(h) computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to
orthogonalize the sine and cosine components; and

5

(i) computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of frequencies based
on the estimated amplitudes of the evaluated sine and cosine functions.
4.

The method of claim 3, wherein:
the original signal are time intervals of consecutive heart beats; referred hereafter as RR intervals;

10

in step (b) the procedure is equivalent to the extrapolation method used in a FastLomb method;
in step (c) the Haar Wavelet Transform with one frequency resolution level is
used to transform the sampled data within the wavelet transform;
in step (d) the output data vector of the one-stage Haar Wavelet transform is processed by reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the
values of which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass and
low-pass filters used in the applied Haar wavelet transform;

15

in step (e) a the data obtained from the high-pass filter of the Haar wavelet transform are being pruned in part or as a whole;

20

in step (f) the operations associated with the pruned high-pass data of step are
eliminated, in part or as whole;
in step (h) computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to orthogonalize the sine and cosine components is equivalent to the time
shift applied in a least-squares analysis method and/or a Fast-Lomb method;

25

in step (i) computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of frequencies
based on the estimated amplitudes of the sine and cosine functions is performed
as in a least-squares analysis method.
5.
30

The method of claims 3 and 4, wherein:
the modified twiddle factors of the reformulated Fourier operations that correspond to the frequency response of the low-pass filters used in the applied Haar
wavelet transform are sorted based on the their magnitude;
the factors with smaller magnitude than the rest twiddle factors and the associated operations are being eliminated;
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6.

A method of claim 1 for estimating the time-frequency distribution of an original
signal which may be non-uniformly spaced with low complexity comprises
steps of:
(a) recording a signal;
(b) splitting up the recorded signal into overlapping segments;

5

(c) windowing the overlapping segments;
(d) using a sliding window configuration in order to process the data in different
time instances;
(e) applying steps (b) to (i) of claim 3 along with method in claim 4 to compute
the frequency spectrum for each segment; and

10

(f) normalizing each processed segment equally by time-averaging the individual spectrum; achieved by applying a de normalizing factor to each processed segment.
7.
15

A method of claim 1 for analyzing the frequency or time-frequency spectrum of
an original signal which may be non-uniformly spaced within a set of desired
frequencies with low complexity comprises steps of:
(a) estimating the frequency spectrum or time-frequency as described in claims
3, 4 or 6;
(b) calculating the ratio between the low frequency power and high frequency
power within a set of desired low and high frequencies;

20

(c) comparing the estimated ratio with a threshold value for evaluating various
conditions of interest.
8.

The method of claim 7, wherein:
the original signal are time intervals of consecutive heart beats;

25

30

in steps (a), the methods described in claims 3, 4 and/or 6 are applied for estimating the frequency spectrum;
in step (b) the ratio between the low frequency power and high frequency power within a set of desired low and high frequencies; the desired range being usually 0.04 -0.15 Hz for the low frequencies and 0.15-0.4 Hz for the high frequencies;
the differences between the estimated ratio without any pruning and the ratio
obtained after applying any pruning described in methods 3, 4 and/or 6 is calculated and used as a quality metric; and
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in step (c) the ratio is compared with a proper threshold value in order to indicate any cardiac malfunction.
9.

A method for eliminating operations and pruning data, described in claims 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and/or 8 dynamically, comprising:
(a) selecting threshold values based on the differences in the magnitude of the
various classes of data in the wavelet domain;

5

(b) selecting threshold values based on the magnitudes of the twiddle factors that
correspond to the frequency response of the filters used Wavelet Transform;
(c) comparing the resulted outputs of the Wavelet Transform with the determined
thresholds of step (a) and dropping only those that are less than the determined threshold; and

10

(d) comparing the computed value in the modified Fourier transform with the determined thresholds of step (b) and dropping only those that are less than the
determined threshold.

15

10.

A method for combining the proposed power spectral estimation and analysis
described in above claims 3 to 9 with other wavelet based signal analysis and
processing tools comprising:
(a) sampling the input data within a window;
(b) decomposing the recorded signals by a wavelet transform through the application of filtering operations into multiple frequency resolution levels
representing different classes of data;

20

(c) using the outputs of a preferred frequency resolution level as input to the
modified Fourier operations described in above claims;
(d) estimating the power spectra and /or time frequency distribution as described in claims 3, 4, 6 and/or 7;

25

(e) using the output of the applied wavelet transform for any other signal
analysis and processing tool.

11.
30

The method of claim 10, wherein:
in step (e) the proposed method is combined with the compression of heart
rate data, or extraction of heart characteristics using for instance a wavelet
based delineation algorithm;
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any pruning of data or elimination of operation described in claims 1 to 10
could be applied.

12.
5

A method for re-using the wavelet stages of other cardiac analysis and processing tools with the spectral analysis methods of claims 10 and/or 11 comprising:
(a) evaluating various wavelet basis for delineation of cardiac data and power
spectral analysis;
(b) selecting the wavelet basis that result in large complexity reduction and minor
or no loss in output quality of the delineation and spectral analysis algorithms;

10

(c) using the wavelet transform based on the selected basis for performing both
delineation and spectral estimation and analysis of the preferred signal.
13.
15

A device for estimating and analyzing the spectral density in frequency or
time-frequency of cardiac signals comprising:
(a) means of recording a signal; which may be non-uniformly spaced;
(b) means of normalizing successive measurements within a window of sampled data;

20

25

30

(c) means of replacing a sampled data value at an arbitrary point by several
data values on a regular mesh in such a way that sums over the mesh are an
accurate approximation to sums over the original arbitrary point;
(d) means for transforming the signal consisting of the extrapolated data samples of step (b) within the taken window in the wavelet domain using a
wavelet transform; this step decomposes the signal into multiple frequency
resolutions representing different classes of data by applying a series of
suitable high-pass and low-pass filters based on the used wavelet basis;
(e) means for processing the output data vector of the applied Wavelet transform by reformulated Fourier operations with modified twiddle factors, the
values of which are obtained from the frequency response of the high-pass
and low-pass filters used in the applied wavelet transform;
(f) means for selecting a threshold value such that the data obtained from the
said high-pass filters of the applied wavelet transform are pruned after applying the selected threshold;

35

(g) means for eliminating the operations associated with the pruned high-pass
data of step (e), in part or as whole;
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(h) means for evaluating sine and cosine functions at the times corresponding to
the data samples within the taken window using the output data obtained after applying steps (c), (d) and (e);
5

(i) means for computing a time shift for each frequency in a desired set of frequencies to orthogonalize the sine and cosine components; and
(j) means for computing the power of each frequency in a desired set of frequencies based on the estimated amplitudes of the sine and cosine functions.

14. The device of claim 13 wherein:
10

the determined threshold values mentioned in claim 13 are stored within registers; and
comparators and multiplexors are used for comparing and pruning and/or eliminating any data and/or associated operation.
15

15. The device of claim 13 and/or 14, further comprising of:
means for analyzing the estimated power of each frequency in a desired set of
frequencies for determining any health associated issue.
20

16. The use of the methods from claims 1 to 11 and device from claims 13 to 15 for
estimating the power spectral density of a bio-signal with low computational
complexity and minor or no quality loss;
25

analyzing the power of a frequency within a set of desired set of frequencies;
and
monitoring and/or discovering any health issue associated with the analyzed
frequencies of the processed signal.
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Abstract
A method and device for reducing the computational complexity of a processing algorithm, of a discrete signal , in particular of the spectral estimation and analysis of
bio-signals, with minimum or no quality loss, which comprises steps of
5

10

(a) choosing a domain, such that transforming the signal to the chosen domain
results to an approximately sparse representation, wherein at least part of the
output data vector has zero or low magnitude elements;
(b) converting the original signal in the domain chosen in step (a) through a
mathematical transform consisting of arithmetic operations resulting in a
vector of output data;
(c) reformulating the processing algorithm of the original signal in the original
domain into a modified algorithm consisting of equivalent arithmetic operations in the domain chosen in step (a) to yield the expected result with the
expected quality quantified in terms of a suitable application metric;

15

20

25

(d) combining the mathematical transform of step (b) and the equivalent mathematical operations introduced in step (c) for obtaining the expected result
within the original domain with the expected quality;
(e) selecting a threshold value based on the difference in the mean magnitude
value of the elements of the output data vector of the transform said in step
(b) and the preferred complexity reduction and degree of output quality loss
that can be tolerated in the expected result within the target application;
(f) pruning a number of elements the magnitude of which is less than the
threshold value selected in step (e); and/or eliminating arithmetic operations
associated with the pruned elements of step (f) either in the mathematical
transform of step (b) and/or in the equivalent algorithm of step (c).
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